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Join us for our fifth annual event created and co-chaired by Howard Dresner, Chief Research
Officer of Dresner Advisory Services, veteran analyst, and Gartner alumni.
A unique event for Data Leaders to learn and interact with faculty and peers.
Become part of the Data Leaders community for a dynamic and interactive experience.
Apply lessons-learned to become more effective with data and analytics.
Enjoy a thought leadership experience focused upon strategies for success and NOT technology.

For more information and to register go to

www.realbusinessintelligence.com
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Data Action: Using Data for a Public
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Winning at Data with a Modern
Strategy

See the World, Change the World:
Data at a Planetary Scale
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I've attended quite a few data and BI
conferences and you and Dresner
have found the right formula.
I've been searching for years for a
professional community that I really
identify with and have finally found it.
At the risk of sounding overly
gratuitous let me say that this was
hands down the best conference I've
attended.
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Your Data Should Show up for Work
More Often
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Step Up and Start Your CDO Journey

It's perfectly balanced on all fronts.
The single track allows for such
greater depth of conversation and
reflection when speaking to fellow
attendees.
The overall size allows for enough
diversity but at the same time lets you
have more time with people you meet
rather than being overwhelmed.

Why Attend
Real Business Intelligence 2021
A BI/Analytics Conference like none other
Our fifth annual Real Business Intelligence conference event designed
specifically for “data leaders.”
Attend a genuine thought leadership experience focused upon
strategies for success.
Learn from and interact with faculty and attendees and become part of
a data leaders’ community.
Apply these lessons to become more effective and successful with your
own data and analytics initiatives.

Single track, full access to all content and speakers
The Real Business Intelligence Conference event is like no other
conference, with a dynamic and somewhat eclectic group of speakers,
both external and from Dresner Advisory Services.
We provide exceptional thought leadership with unique perspectives
and topical content topics/sessions guided by luminary thought-leaders.
A single-track event gives you full access to all content and speakers.
Learn strategies for success and best practices from the experts that are
critical to understand, important for success, and (often) surrounded by
confusion and controversy.

On-line Event
The Real Business Intelligence Conference event will be hosted online
on the Accelevents platform.
The highly interactive format encourages maximum participation.
Post-conference access to the virtual platform allows you to watch all
sessions on demand.

A Socially Responsible Event
Ticket sales benefit charity!

For more information and to register go to

www.realbusinessintelligence.com

